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Abstract— Credit co-operative society not developed well in 

rural areas as compared to co-operative societies in urban 

areas. Generally, Moto of credit co-operative society is to 

encourage members for daily savings. Cash collector i.e. 

agent daily collects cash from their respective vendors & 

consumers as well as consumer. Our project focuses on to 

improves the working of cash collectors & automate the 

daily collection process of credit co-operative society by 

introducing android application. This application provides 

prediction based daily collection facility for agent. Through 

this application cash collector able to add members, add cash 

amount, generate PDF of report etc. Application will predict 

the next member nearby agent from which cash has to be 

collect. Android application notifies to the agent about 

missed members on that day or previous days. Daily & 

monthly reports as per collection automatically generated by 

android application so at the end of the day cash collector 

show their report in respective branch. Prediction based daily 

collection system reduces human efforts helpful for newly 

joint agents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Credit Co-operative Society in India plays big role in 

economic development of middle class peoples. They 

provide financial support to their members. They encourage 

habit of savings among members. This people can save 

small amount daily into their account. For this daily 

collection cash collectors are appointed by credit co-

operative society known as agent. These agents daily visit to 

their members and collect specified amount. 

In credit co-operative societies the procedure of 

daily collection and its management is totally depends on 

the agents. Agents are responsible for collecting money 

from the vendors & consumers & consumers, also 

maintaining the account balance sheet. An agent faces many 

problems like at the time of collection vendor not present or 

miss by agent or not paying amount during daily collection 

that leads to very problematic for making account balance 

sheet. So that co-operative society is often do not receive 

vendors & consumers invested money time to time so, it’s 

the society’s loss but which cannot be detected easily. 

That’s why we provide prediction based collection facility 

in android application through which, no any vendors & 

consumers miss during daily collection. And also reduces 

the efforts of agents during maintaining that account balance 

sheet. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, we discuss about current status of the daily 

collection in credit co-operative societies. Generally, small 

scale credit co-operative societies which presents in villages 

maintain their ledgers however growing or developing credit 

co-operative societies uses spot billing machine for daily 

collection. 

A. Traditional system of cash collection in credit co-

operative society 

From above description we understand the complete 

working of an agent i.e. an agent of co-operative societies 

daily collects the cash from members. In small level co-

operative societies all collected cash information & daily 

report are maintained in ledgers. This method of collection 

having no any automation, it is totally depends upon cash 

collectors. So, there might be chance of errors or fraud 

because those ledgers can be easily edited by agents. Also it 

is often seen that, there is a difference between the ledgers 

present in bank and ledgers of cash collectors. This may 

leads to huge amount of loss of credit co-operative societies. 

Now a day, such type of credit co-operative 

societies presents in rural areas which need to maintain 

ledgers during cash collection. As agent’s point of view, this 

collection process is very time consuming & co-operative 

society’s point of view this process was not trustworthily. 

 
Fig. 1: Daily collection through ledgers 

1) Advantages 

 No any technical skill required any literate able to 

maintain ledgers. 

2) Disadvantages 

 Manual collection process is quite difficult and it can 

lead to confusions and discrepancies.  

 There is increasing risk of miscalculations too.  

 There might be chance of fraud & error. 

B. Use of spot billing system for cash collection in credit 

co-operative society 

 
Fig. 2: Spot billing machine 

Above picture shows the spot billing machine. Now a day, 

there are many credit co-operative society’s agents which 

are using this machines for daily collection. Formal 

architecture description of spot billing machine are given 

below:  
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1) CPU 

Spot billing machine is Micro-controller based system with 

8 bit/16 bit/32 bit processor, flash memory. 

2) Flash Data Memory 

In built flash memory present in spot billing machine. 

Generally they are 4MB in size but can be expandable up to 

8 MB, 16 MB. In some machine, data preservation in the 

flash memory is more than 10 years. 

3) Keypad 

30 key alphanumeric keyboard present through which agent 

can find their vendors & consumers information. 

4) Display 

Graphic LCD Display presents to show information of 

vendors & consumers. 

5) Thermal Printer 

After receiving cash agent gives printed receipt to vendor 

with the help of thermal printer.  

Growing credit co-operative societies uses such 

spot billing machine for daily collection. Initially, name, 

account number, saving amount and all relevant details of 

vendors & consumers uploaded into these devices. During 

collection, after receiving the amount from vendors & 

consumers agent gives printed receipt. On that receipt 

necessary information related to vendor’s account is present. 

Similarly when print is given same information stored in the 

memory of that spot billing machine. All collected 

information moved from spot billing machine to computer 

which updates vendors & consumers account information. 

 
Fig. 3: Daily collection using spot billing machine 

6) Advantages 

 It is portable handheld billing machines. 

 With the use of these automatic devices, it is easy to 

calculate the amount accurately and quickly. 

 These spot billing machines include software which 

offers different types of reports that helps to create 

account balance sheet. 

7) Disadvantages 

 Printed receipt by thermal printer gets erased after 

some days shown in following fig.  

 Technical skill required for agent to handle spot billing 

machine.  

 Such machines get overloaded sometime & agents 

have to wait until machine not started. 

 Weight of spot billing machine is up to 600 to 750 gm. 

approximately. 

 
Fig. 4: Printed Receipt 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our project aims to remove the disadvantages from existing 

system by introducing android application for agent which 

reduces valuable time during daily collection & make 

system trustworthily. With the help of application agent add 

vendors & consumers, also see list of vendors & consumers, 

receive money, predict the next vendor, see account history 

of vendors & consumers etc. 

As we see previously, agent may sometime miss 

some vendors & consumers during collection and having no 

any facility available to automatically predict the next 

vendor during collection. Our application provides facility 

of prediction of next vendors & consumers with address. So 

if there is any new agent joins then also he/she can able to 

collects money & efficiently handle their all work through 

android application. 

We are replacing that heavy weighted spot billing 

machine by installing android application into android 

phone of that particular agents who works in credit co-

operative societies. Also because of simple GUI agent can 

easily interface with android application & use of services 

provided by application. We can able to see PDF format 

report on application. Another advantage is display of 

android phone to much better than display of spot billing 

machine. 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Android is an operating system based on Linux kernel 

present for smart phones and tablets. Google purchased and 

developed Android since 2005. 

Android applications are developed using Android 

SDK in Java programming language, but other development 

environments are also available. An Android SDK i.e. 

Software Development Kit, is a set of development tools 

used for developing android applications. The Android SDK 

includes required libraries, debugger, an emulator, sample 

source code, Tutorials for the Android OS & Relevant 

documentation for the Android application program 

interfaces (APIs). When Google releases a new version of 

Android corresponding SDK is also released which able to 

write programs with the latest features (Wikipedia). 

Now days there are various issues rises related 

android application. Antivirus software is not very effective 

on android platform due to androids secured IPC 

mechanism. This leads to significant increase in the growth 

of malwares. So an effective malware detection technique 
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must be required for android operating system. To avoid this 

malware attack that malwares should be detected on the 

android system before it gets installed, due to this detection 

technique the possibility of spreading the malware after 

installation is totally vanish out (IJARCCE, September 

2014). 

In proposed system, we will provide android 

application for agent of co-operative society, during 

collection all gathered information stores on that android 

device. An android application needs database system to 

store structured data, unless the application deals only with 

simple data. SQLite database system is an open-source, 

stand-alone SQL database, widely used by many 

applications. SQLite occupies a small amount of disk 

storage as it is lightweight transactional database. Hence, it 

is a perfect choice for creating databases on many mobile 

operating systems such as android, iOS etc. (IJCSMC, April 

2015). 

As discussed in previous paragraph, we will 

synchronize collected data present in Android SQLite 

database to remote MySQL DB. The collected data present 

in the local SQLite database will be synced with remote DB. 

Means, offline data will be synced with remote DB when 

agent explicitly hits ‘Submit Account’ button when Internet 

connectivity is available.  

When agent is enter data into Android application 

that data stored into SQLite database. JSON is constructed 

from data stored in SQLite database. JSON stands for 

JavaScript Object Notation & it is an open standard for 

exchanging data on the web. This constructed JSON posted 

on PHP class using AsyncHttpClient library. PHP class 

decodes JSON into PHP array and inserts data into MYSQL 

DB (Blog: Programmer Guru Tutorial). 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we study the existing system of daily 

collection in credit co-operative societies. Also see the 

advantages & disadvantages of both traditional and spot 

billing system of daily collection. By keeping advantages as 

it is and removing disadvantages we proposed one system 

i.e. android application for daily collection. In this system 

we totally automate process of daily collection in credit co-

operative society. Application can handle all works of agent 

& it also provides address of next vendors & consumers 

during collection. We provide SMS service which made 

system transparent. 
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